
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE         April 23, 2014 

Contact: Senator Jerry Petrowski                                                                                                 (608) 266-2502 

  

Governor Signs Another Fifteen of Senator Jerry Petrowski's Bills into Law 
Bills help human trafficking victims, farmers, veterans and disabled individuals 

 

Madison, WI…  State Senator Jerry Petrowski (R-Marathon) joined Governor Scott Walker today as he signed fifteen 

bills authored by Senator Petrowski into law.  These bills address a variety of issues including human trafficking, use of 

farm equipment on the road, parking for the elderly and disabled, and a variety of transportation issues. 

 

Human trafficking 

 

Assembly Bill 620 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Amy Loudenbeck (R-Clinton) and developed 

with assistance from Attorney General J.B. Van Hollen, creates additional protection for victims and gives law 

enforcement new ways to go after perpetrators.  In July of 2013, ten children in Wisconsin were rescued from child 

trafficking as part of a nationwide FBI investigation. The number of children rescued was the second highest state total in 

the nation.  

 

“Human trafficking is a fast growing criminal industry across the globe and Wisconsin is no exception. While Wisconsin 

is moving in the right direction to eradicate human trafficking, there is still a lot of work to do. I applaud the Legislature's 

passage of this sensible, bipartisan legislation. It is crucial that we protect our most vulnerable citizens,” said Senator 

Petrowski. 

 

Implements of Husbandry (Farm Equipment) 

 

Senate Bill 509 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Keith Ripp (R-Lodi) is a broad rewrite of 

Wisconsin’s regulations on use of farm equipment on the road.  The bill was the result of eighteen months of work with 

the Department of Transportation, agricultural industry stakeholders, and local government representatives, to address the 

increasing size and weight of modern farm equipment and its impact on infrastructure.   

 

“The final IOH bill represents a balanced and responsible approach that will allow farmers to legally operate their 

oversized equipment on Wisconsin’s roads, while providing modern standards for public safety and protecting the 

taxpayers’ investment in those roads and bridges,” said Senator Petrowski. 

 

Disabled Parking 

 

Assembly Bills 824, 825 and 828 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Keith Ripp (R-Lodi), were 

drafted with input from the Wisconsin Council on Physical Disabilities, and will ensure that disabled parking spaces are 

available and parking enforcement is enhanced by increasing penalties for illegal parking. 

 

(More) 



“Many of the veterans returning home from Iraq and Afghanistan suffered profound injuries that would have been fatal in 

earlier conflicts. Depending on the nature of the injury, they may only need access to a spot close to an entrance due to use 

of a cane, or they may need lift van accessible spaces to able to accomplish daily tasks. These bills address shortcomings 

in current law and endeavor to ensure these spaces are provided and laws are adhered to,” said Senator Petrowski. 

 

Other Bills 

 

The Governor also signed several technical bills relating to the Department of Transportation and Department of 

Workforce Development.  Two of the bills, Assembly Bill 516 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative 

Loudenbeck and Assembly Bill 262 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp, were part of the 

Assembly “Right the Rules” effort to update state agency administrative code to eliminate outdated rules.  Senator 

Petrowski’s other bills included the following: 

 

Senate Bill 341 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp made adjustments to the length and width 

limitations for utility trucks transporting telephone poles and large pipes. 

 

Senate Bill 269 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp changed operation of a moped or 

recreational vehicle dealership without a permit from a criminal to a civil offense to allow DOT to conduct enforcement. 

 

Senate Bill 270 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp allows motorcyclists to fulfill the skills test 

requirement to become licensed to ride a motorcycle by taking an intermediate or advanced rider class rather than an 

introductory class.  It is intended to encourage more experienced riders to become licensed. 

 

Assembly Bill 278 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp updates Wisconsin’s definition of 

common motor carrier to bring us into compliance with changes in federal law.  The state must adopt the federal 

regulation to remain eligible for Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) funding for Wisconsin’s Motor 

Carrier Enforcement Program.  That funding is currently estimated at $4.5 million from two federal grants, the loss of 

which would have effectively eliminated Wisconsin’s Motor Carrier Enforcement Program.   

 

Assembly Bill 714 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp eliminates a long outdated requirement 

in Wisconsin law that people honk when passing.   

 

Assembly Bill 715 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp allows the Division of Motor Vehicles 

(DMV) to cancel a vehicle title or registration obtained through a third party vendor if it is determined any of the 

information provided was fraudulent.  

 

Assembly Bill 716 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp allows an individual’s license to expire 

on the original date of expiration rather than being expiring one year after it was suspended as required under current law.  

 

Assembly Bill 812 authored by Senator Jerry Petrowski and Representative Ripp creates specific penalties for altering or 

falsifying emissions reports to prevent unscrupulous garages from providing false data to the DMV. 
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